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In a precise way the ring of VI generic 2 x 2 matrices and related rings are 
described. 
0. INTRODUCTION 
0.1. Let k be an infinite field and denote by M,, = M,,(k), the ring of n x n 
matrices with entries in k. There are a number of interesting objects 
associated with the problem of understanding the formal algebraic properties 
of matrices. Here we recall some which have been extensively studied. 
Starting with the free algebra F = k{x , . . . . . x,,,} in m variables we can 
construct the “ring of generic matrices,” i.e., the ring R of polynomial 
functions on M,,(k) m induced by F. More precisely, given a “polynomial” 
f(x, ,..., s,) E F one obtains a polynomial map 7: Mr + M, by the formula 
f (Ap..., A,,). The induced ring of functions is R and the kernel of the map 
f-f is the ideal of polynomial identities of matrices. The projective linear 
group G = PGL(n, k) acts on M, as the full group of algebra automorphisms 
and thus each map f has the further property of being G-equivariant, i.e., 
f(?“l,,~- ’ ,.... xA,x-‘) = -uf(A , ,..., A,) xm ’ for any x E GL(n, k). 
One is thus led to consider a ring larger than R, namely, the ring S of all 
polynomial mappings g:MT + M, which are G-equivariant. The ring S 
contains, in particular, the scalar valued polynomials which are G-invariant. 
since k is the center of M, over which G acts trivially. We denote this 
subring of S by the symbol T. In fact it is easily verified that, as soon as 
m 3 2, T is exactly the center of S. A further object of interest is the inter- 
section R n T = Z, the ring of central noncommutative polynomials. 
Many interesting theorems have been proved on these objects. 
nevertheless, we are still very far from a really precise understanding of them 
and, in fact, many basic questions are still open. We refer to the recent 
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survey by Formenek [5] for more extensive discussion and relevant 
references. 
Here we want to show that in the rather special case of n I= 2 and 
char k # 2, 3 one has a very tight description of these rings. Our results are 
contained in Sections 4, 5. 
Our methods have been influenced mostly by the paper of Formanek et al. 
(61 which treats the special case of 2 variables, and by our joint paper with 
DeConcini and Eisenbud ]2] m which a certain method which allows us, in 
special cases, to compute invariant ideals is developed. The main theorem 
describes a basis of R as follows: the monomials x:I,Y~~ ... ~2. the 
polynomials x:I.x:~ ... .x~~(.Y~,x~], i <j, and a list of polynomials 
W; h,, hz,..., h,) indexed by the numbers hi > 0 and by a standard Young 
diagram D of shape 3”261’ with a + b > 1 and a + b + c > 2, filled with the 
indices 1, 2,..., m. Furthermore, one has an explicit algorithm which allows 
one to write any monomial in terms of the given basis (for a more precise 
statement see Section 4). 
0.2. One way in which one might try to simplify the study of the 
previous objects is remarking that they are free algebras in an appropriate 
sense. In particular one may perform on a polynomial f(A , ,..., A ,) ~5 S, the 
substitution of the variables Ai’s with any set of polynomials 
g;(A , ,..., A,) E s. 
The existence of this further structure gives a certain control on S. 
Nevertheless, one may further want to restrict the type of substitution of 
variables to linear substitutions. In this way we see that S (and also all the 
other related rings) are naturally representations of the linear group 
GL(m, k). Some information on this representation is known, at least in 
char k = 0, but it is very far from giving a clear picture. We may exclude the 
appearance of certain irreducible representations in S by Capelli’s theory; 
for the ones which can appear we have little information about the 
multiplicities, with which they do appear. 
0.3. Let us recall quickly the method. We assume char k = 0, we add a 
further variable s,,, + , and embed the ring S in the ring of invariants T’ in 
m + 1 variables by the mapping J(x, ,..., xm) + tr(f(x, ,.... xm) x, , ,). This 
mapping j: S + T’ is, of course, not a ring isomorphism, it is a linear 
injection and is compatible with the action of the group GL(m, k). Moreover, 
it maps S onto the subspace of elements linear in x, + , (7 ]. GL(m, k) acts on 
T' as subgroup of GL(m + 1, k) (which substitutes all the variables). Thus 
the information about the structure of S as a representation of GL(m, k) can 
be gained directly from a knowledge of the same structure for jr’. The 
connection is very precise and well known. We decompose ir’ into 
irreducible representations T’ = oi L,$, L,, is an irreducible representation 
corresponding to a tableau oi with rows k, > kz > . . > k,. (By convention 
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this corresponds to the highest weight u’~, + u’~, + . . . + w,+. where wi is the 
fundamental weight of the ith exterior power of the fundamental (m + 1). 
dimensional representation of GL(m + 1. k) and k, < m + 1.) To understand 
the image of S in T’ it is enough to understand the structure of the elements 
of each L, which are linear in the last variable x,,+, . This is well known 
and, for instance, can be read off by the theory of standard Young diagrams. 
L, has a basis indexed by the standard tableaux (with possible repetitions on 
the columns) of shape o and filled with the numbers from 1, 2,..., m + 1. The 
multiplicity of each index is the homogeneity degree of the element in the 
variable xi, thus the tableaux linear in x,+ , are those where x,+ , appears 
exactly once. This can be easily interpreted by saying that this subspace of 
L,, as a representation of GL(m, k), is the direct sum of the representations 
L,,, where ui is obtained from u by erasing a “corner” in all possible ways; 
e.g., as shown here. 
The nature of T’ as a representation is in any case a rather difficult question. 
0.4. General invariant theory gives us the following information; If 
G acts on a vector space V and one wants to study the invariants of m 
copies of V as a representation of GL(m, k). this can be done. First the full 
ring of polynomials A on V@” decomposes as a representation of 
GL(V) x GL(m, k) as A = 0, L,(V) @ L,(k”), where by L,(W) one 
indicates the representation of GL(W) of Young diagram u. Here, of course, 
U runs over all diagrams with first row < min(m. dim V). Thus 
AG = 0, L,(V)” @ L,(k”). This is the classical reduction. One may want to 
go a step further by considering the subring of A” formed by the lowest 
weight vectors of the GL(m) representations, i.e., the subring of invariants 
under the subgroup U c GL(m) of strictly lower triangular matrices. This 
subring, (A”)‘- = 0, L,(V)” @ K,, K, the lowest weight vector in L,(k”), 
contains all the information on the representation and has the further 
property of being contained in the ring of polynomials which depend only on 
the first n vector variables V, where n = dim V. These steps are the classical 
reduction steps of Capelli’s theory. There is a more explicit way of 
understanding this picture in terms of double standard tableaux (cf. [ 2 1). 
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1. INVARIANTS 
1.1. We assume now n = 2, char k # 2, and denote M q = M,(k). 
Furthermore, if A E A4 denote t(A) its trace and G = GL(2, k). M 
decomposes in direct sum M = k + M” with M” the trace 0 elements. 
Thus, we can think that each matrix variable decomposes as 
Xi = +t(Xi) + X7. The ring T of invariants of Mm is thus a free polynomial 
ring in the elements t, = t(X,),..., t, = [(X,) over the ring To of invariants of 
(MO)“. 
The basic remark we make is that 7”’ is a well-known ring. In fact, M” is a 
3-dimensional vector space endowed with the nondegenerate quadratic form 
[(A’). The group G acts on MO inducing the full group SO(M”) of special 
orthogonal transformations for the form t(A*). Thus, To is the ring of special 
orthogonal invariants of m copies of the standard representation. This ring 
has been known in characteristic 0 since classical invariant theory and it has 
been tightly described by the theory of standard tableaux in all charac- 
teristics in 1 I, 3 1. 
1.2. We recall the results; we introduce the symbols: 
(A) 1 ;I = t($‘X;). 
(B) I:, ;I = det 
(C) lijkI=det/XyX:!X):/ (We display each matrix (: ‘I(, ) as a 
column vector 1 l I). 
, 
Now consider tableaux of the form 3 h 2’” 1 “I. Each such tableau filled with 
the indices 1, 2,..., m corresponds to the product of h-rows of length, 3 each 
interpreted by the symbol (C); p 2 x 2 diagrams interpreted by rule (B); II 
2 x 1 diagrams interpreted by rule (A). The content of [ 3 1 is that the 
standard tableaux of this form are a k basis for the ring T”. 
In characteristic 0 this can be interpreted as saying that 7’0 decomposes 
under GL(m, k) as p = @ L3h2z,,,?,j. In general, the decomposition can be 
replaced by a filtration whose graded pieces are the corresponding represen- 
tations (which are no more, in general, irreducible but arise naturally in all 
characteristics). It will be useful to interpret the symbol 1 ijkl in a different 
way. A simple computation shows that the trilinear form t(XpXpXi) on M” 
is an alternating form and, in fact, 1 ijkl = t($‘$$!!. 
1.3. Before we pass to the interpretation of these results for the ring S we 
4x1 Xl 2 c 
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make a few further comments. (These are not necessary for understanding 
the rest of the paper). 
Let V = Spec T, W = Spec p be the quotient varieties of G acting on M”, 
Mom, respectively. We have seen that V = W X Am (Am is the m-dimensional 
affine space). 
The action of r= GL(m, k) on the rings T, 7”’ comes geometrically from 
an action on the corresponding varieties. The one on W x A” being the 
product action, where r acts on A m in the natural way. The action on W can 
be easily analyzed. To do this, it is best to consider that the action of G on 
M” = V as SO(V) extends to an action of O(V). The quotient under O(V) 
has a similar description to the previous one. One may, in fact, consider that 
O(V) acts on p. This action factors through Z/(2) = O(V)/SO( V). The 
induced Z/(2) action changes the sign for each row of length 3 and leaves 
the rest unchanged; so the further restriction is that h also (counting the 
number of rows of length 3 in a tableau) must be even. Then we can use the 
formula. 
Ii j k] Iu u w] =det 
and see that the ring of O(V) invariants is in fact the coordinate ring of the 
variety Sy of symmetric m X m matrices of rank <3. Such a variety under 
r = GL(m) decomposes in 4 orbits 0,,, 0,) 02, 0,) with Oi the matrices of 
rank exactly i. The mapping @: W+ Sy (given by the Z/(2) quotient) 
ramifies on 6? = 0, U 0, U 0, and, in fact, it is bijective over 02. Over the 
orbit 0, it is a double unramitied covering which is also connected since W 
is irreducible. Since 0, is a unique GL(m, k) orbit so must be @ ‘(0,). In 
fact, one can easily perform this analysis. Consider the m x m matrix 
U = (2 i ) E 0,. The stabilizer of U is easily seen to be 
E GL(m, k) A E 0(3, k)( . 
The connected component Ho of H is clearly 
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and thus 
@ - ‘(0,) N GL(m, k)/H’. 
Therefore, W has 4 orbits 0: 0: 0: 0: also. The variety 6: is in fact 
isomorphic to 8,. One easily checks that W is smooth exactly in 0: U 0:. 
If one interprets W in the language of representations an m tuple of trace 0 
matrices (Xy,..., X4) maps to a point in 0: U 0: if and only if it is 
irreducible; it maps to the point 0 = O,!, if and only if it generates a nilpotent 
subalgebra. 
Moreover, one should remark that each variety 0,: h_as an induced obvious 
theory of standard diagrams and the ideal of each 0; is generated by the 
obvious generators, as in the theory of determinantal varieties (cf. 1 1, 21). 
2. EQUIVARIANT MAPS 
2.1. We now study the ring S. Here again we separate the problem. First 
consider the ring R’ of equivariant mappings f: M”“‘+ M. Since S is 
generated by the polynomials in the coordinates Xi and the elements 
tr(Xi, ,..., Xi,) (cf. [ 71). We can still separate the traces and obtain 
PROPOSITION. S is the ring of polynomials over I? in the variables t, = 
t(X,) )..., t, = t(X,). 
We thus analyze l?. This can be considered as the “ring of m-generic, trace 
0, 2 x 2 matrices, and their invariants.” 
We will show that l? has a very nice structure. Each equivariant mapping 
.f: Mom+ M can be separated as f =f” + +t(f) which corresponds to 
consider the trace in the ring & and to decompose l? as 2’ @ p . !?” is the 
space of equivariant mappings f”: Mom + MO. 
The space fro can now be treated by the methods of the Introduction. For 
each f E l?’ we construct an invariant t(f Xi+ ,) in m + 1 variables. 
The method sketched in the introduction can be applied as follows: 
u.x:+, ) is a linear combination of tableaux of shape 3”2”1 2h with the 
index m + 1 appearing exactly once. In each tableau there are at most 3 
corners, i.e., the number m + 1 may be placed in the last position of the pth 
row (of length 3) or the last position of the (p + 2k)th row (of length 2) or at 
the bottom of the tableau. Now we have 
and 
lij m+ ll=t((XyXp)X):,+,) 
i .i 
h mfl = 
t(xyPh) t(XYXL+ ,) - t(xpx::, / ,) t(X:‘XR, 
= t((t(x;x;) Xl’ - tcx:‘x”,, ‘x-y, xi, _ ,), 
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and finally, 
i ’ I m+l = t(xy . XL+ ,). 
This gives the rules to reconstruct f from the expression of t(f . Xi:, _ ,) as 
standard tableaux. Thus we have 
THEOREM. l? has a basis indexed by all standard tableaux filled w-ith 
indices 1, 2,..., m with at most 3 columns. 
Proof We have i? = R”O @ T. T has as basis all standard tableaux of 
shape 3”22h I *‘, and Z?’ has a basis in l-l correspondence with the standard 
tableaux of the same shapes but with m + 1 appearing exactly once. One 
may conventionally erase the index m + 1 and see that one obtains a 1 - 1 
correspondence between such standard tableaux and the ones without m + 1 
of shape 3’2*1’, where b and c are not both even. 
2.2. From the point of view of representation theory the rule given shows 
that in characteristic 0 we have I?’ = @I,,. where (I is of the form 
3p22kt’12h or 3p22k12hP’, i.e., all partitions of type 3”2*1” except the ones 
where b and c are both even. Thus one obtains the following nice description 
of the ring l? as representation. 
THEOREM. In characteristic 0 we have l? z @,- ji,2h,C L,. 
ProoJ This follows from the decomposition R’= f?” 0 T and the 
description given of T and k”. 
2.3. There is a further nice property of I? that we now want to show. 
THEOREM. i is the algebra generated by the elements Xi). 
ProoJ: From the description given k is generated by the X:!‘s and the 
invariants 1 i / and 1 h k jl. So it is enough to see that such invariants are 
polynomials in the elements Xp. Now the formulas are easy to determine. We 
have 
h 
I 1 k 
= t(P,P,) =x:x; + xix;. 
/h k jl = t(x’:,gq) 
= 2x;xxjo ~ t(XiXj”) x, + t(X”,xy) x, ~ t(X::X:) xj, 
= fs,cx”,,x;,xi”, if char k # 3. 
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2.4. If one takes the point of view of this theorem, one should present the 
algebra R” through noncommutative relations which imply the straightening 
formulas; i.e., we have to give the rules that allow us to write a noncom- 
mutative monomial as a sum of standard tableaux. We have already seen 
two rules in 2.3. Now we have the various straightening relations of invariant 
theory translated in this language. For instance, 
The tableau liji corresponds to 
lijm+ l~=t(XiXiX,+,)=tf((XjXj-xixi)x,,.,) 
and 
$Y,x, - XjXi) E P 
SO 
) i jl = $qYj - X,X,). 
2.5. More generally we can separate the analysis into two steps. We can 
define a not necessarily standard tableau as given by the construction in 2.1: 
i.e., a tableau of type 3’2” 1” IS interpreted by the rules of 1.1 and is in T. 
A tableau of a different type can be transformed in a unique way to ‘one of a 
previous type by adding m + 1 in an outer corner and then it is interpreted 
according to the rule of 2.1. 
Then we see that every tableau D is a product in a unique way 
D = D’ . D” with D’ E T and D” of shape either 1.2, or 21. This last 
tableau can be written, as we have seen, as a sum of two tableaux / j 1 1 hi - 
/ Fl 1 i/. Since the product of tableaux in T is a tableau and one can write a 
tableau as a sum of standard tableaux by using the usual straightening 
relations, one has a complete way of computing with tableaux (taking into 
account the symbol m + 1) as soon as one has multiplication rules for the 
basic tableaux of shapes 1, 2. We have 
/iI. lj~=XiXi=f(X;Xj+XiXi--jXi+xix,) 
350 
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Ih k 
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kl 
and one can easily develop the formula for 1 i jl (h kl. 
2.6. We can now study the ring B of U- invariants; B is generated by the 
canonical tableaux K, (cf. [3]). We know which K, belong to the center. In 
fact, the center F of B is the polynomial ring in the 3 tableaux K,, , K,,, K,. 
To understand the product we look at the basic noncommutative ones: 
K,, Kz,Kz,. 
K;=$K,,; K,K, = -K,K, = K2,; K; = $K,>, 
We have that B is a standard quaternion algebra over F, B = F CTJ FK, @ 
FK, @ FK,, . 
3. INVARIANT IDEALS 
In this section we work in characteristic 0. It can be skipped by the reader 
only interested in the structure of R. 
3.1. We go back to l?= @,, 3P2klhLU and we want to perform the 
following computations: M, = L, . L,, M, = L, . L,, and M, = IL,,, L, 1. In 
each case the space Mi under consideration is an image of a linear f- 
equivariant map ji = L, @ L, --t R. Since we know the structure of L, @ L, 
by Pieri’s formula and Mi is in any case r-stable, we have that Mj is a sum 
of some of the representations L, appearing in Pieri’s formula. We should 
compute the lowest weight vectors Z?T in L, @L, and their images under ji. 
If such an image is nonzero, we must have ji(ET) = aiK,, ai # 0 and the 
corresponding L, E Mi, and conversely. In L, @ L, there are at most 4 
representations for the partitions, 
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B 1 = 3p2klh+l 
n2=3p2’.+‘lh“ if h>l, 
uj = 3 ptlzk-ljh if k>l, 
a4 = 43pP’2kl h if p>l. 
We assume ui empty in case the corresponding condition is not satisfied and 
set co = K, = 0. Since the partition u, does not occur in Z? each ji vanishes 
on K,4 and we do not need to compute it. The computation of the remaining 
KC,, is (cf. [ 1, 21) by making X,.X1,X, the standard basis of L,. 
c, = 
1 2 3 
. . 
. 
1 2 3 
1 2 
. 
. . 
1 2 
1 3 
1 
I 
2 
1 2 3 
. . . 
1 2 3, 
1 2 
. . 
1 2 
@X,. 
1 
2 
1 2 3 
. . 
. 
1 2 3 
1 2 
. . 
. 
-1 2 
1 2 
1 
1 
3 
1 2 3 I 2 3 
. . . 
. . . . . 
1 2 3 1 2 3 
1 2 1 2 
. . . . 
@X,-l 2 @x2+1 2 53X 
1 3 1 2 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
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or in case h = 0. 
1 
1 
K,,= 1 
1 
2 
2 3 
. . 
. . 
2 3 
2 ox, 
2 
3 
2 3 1 
. 
. . 
2 3 1 
2 ox,+ 1 
2 1 
3 1 
3 
3 
0 x,. 
One easily sees that one can factor out the maximal central canonical 
tableau which appears in each term since, if K,, is central, we have the 
formula 
KU. K, = Kuv,. 
Thus for FV, we can reduce to the three cases: 
0 K,,, .i,(K,,, 1 jAK,,, 1 .iJk,,,) 
21 K,, ‘X> x, 
I 2 
1 =-K:,, K III *K,,, 
For KIT, we have 4 cases: 
I 1 1 2 
II 
1 
cx: x: ~ ‘X, x, 
2 I 
= K1, K?! 0 
1 2 1 2 1 2 
211 1 %X2-- 1 0 x, f 1 2 = +K,,, -fKL>, K ??I 
1 2 1 
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For KC,3 we have 6 cases: 
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0 K3 .i,(K,,,) 
2 ~23)~X,-~l3)i~X,t~12~,~X, $K, 
21 
13 12 I 3 1 
! 1 0 ‘7, - ‘i<:x, t 
2 
2 -3 I -1 (3 ‘I, 1 2K,, 
22 
I 2 I 2 1 2 
,0x,- ox, t \‘a x , 1 3 I 2 -’ , K,, 
1 2 
1 
I 3 I 2 
I ‘(2 x, ~ I 3x,+ I :i: x, K II! 
3 I I 
1 2 
i 
I 2 1 2 
1 2 4 x, ~ I 3 ‘5; x2 + I 2 C”) x, 
lK 
12, 
3 I I 
1 2 
I 2 
I 
3 i 
1 2 I 2 
I 3 I 2 
c3xx, ~ I;ix, + 
-1 
‘2; x, K 12, I 
I 
I I 
Hence we extract 
COROLLARY. L;L,=L,.L,=Ci ,L mi. 
Proof By case analysis. 
As for [L,, L, ] the picture is more complicated. Let us say that a tableau 
r is central if it is of the form 3°2’b1zc. We have L,,, c IL,, L, ] if: 
(1) u = r . 21 or u = 12, r central: i.e., CJ = 3”2”cd, where b is odd. 
(2) L(,, c IL,,, L,] if u= rl. 5 central; u= r2. r central: i.e.. 
u = 3’2”‘~~ and b is even and d is odd or b is odd and d is even. 
(3) L,,?c (L,,L,] ifu=r21, r central; u = rl. r central: i.e.. d is odd. 
Summarizing, using +. -- for even, odd: 
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COROLLARY. A G-invariant left (resp. right) ideal of R is necessarily a 
two-sided ideal of the form OoEF LQ, where F- is an ideal of Young 
diagrams; i.e., if a E F and z 3 o, T E F also. 
One also could describe Lie ideals in a more complicated way. 
4. THE NONCOMMUTATIVE ALGEBRA R 
4.1. We start from the identity [x, 4’ ) * = -det (x, y I. From this polarizing, 
we have a polynomial f [x,x24’, y2] which is central. Following 181 we write 
tr(f . z) = f. tr(z). Then we take x, out and get 
tr(x, g) = tr(z) tr(x, h), 
and we have g = tr(z)h, where 
If we are in characteristic 0, we have then that the evaluation of h in all the 
variables lies in [L,, [L,, L,]] =L,, cl? and 
THEOREM. (1) L,,S = SL,, G R, 
(2) L,, .S=Z[t ,,..., t,), whereI=@,,2,L,. 
Proof: Any Lie polynomial computed in the elements Si = Xp + $ti is 
clearly equal to the same computed in the $“s. Now from the computations 
of the previous paragraph [L,, IL,, L, I] = L,, which is irreducible. Since 
the evaluations of h clearly give rise to a G invariant subspace and h is 
nonzero. we will get the entire LZ,. 
Now we have seen that the left and right ideal generated by any L,, 
coincide in p so the same is true for S and L,, S = SL,, . Now to show that 
L,, S c R we must only show, since S = R It, ,..., t, ] that LZ, tilti .. tjl i R. 
Now we can use two rules. 
The first is the one given at the beginning h . tr(z) = g, and the second 
comes from the identity 
xy + yx - tr(x)y - tr(y)x - tr(xy) + tr(x) tr( >I) = 0, 
which implies by induction that any product tr(a,) tr(az) ... tr(a,) can be 
written in the form C ui tr(v,), ui, ci E R. 
4.2. We can, in fact, prove the same type of theorem in characteristic 
#2, 3 by using the basis of R’ by tableaux. Let A be the space obtained by 
evaluation of h in all possible ways in the variables. 
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THEOREM. (1) AS=SA=[S,[S,S))CR, 
(2) AS = Z[t, )..., t,], where Z has as basis all the standard tableaux of 
shapes u 2 21. 
Proof. First since we are in characteristic #2, 3, we have that the 
representation L,, is irreducible. Hence A = L,, . Second, we claim that 
Lz, = A is, in fact, spanned by all the standard tableaux of shape 21. In fact, 
we have seen that the elements of L,, correspond to tableaux of such types. 
But when we standardize such a tableau f, since it really comes from the 
square tableau kijm+ , we only get tableaux of type 21. (We cannot lift both k 
and m + 1; the tableau (ij k m + 1) is not allowed.) Now let us look at 
I= EL,,. Automatically, all tableaux in I of degree >4 contain 21. It is 
enough to show that in Z we have all the standard tableaux of shape 22, 21, 
3 1, 211, 32, 3 11 since the remaining ones can be obtained bu multiplying by 
a tableau in T. Now since 2, 3 are the only primes dividing the order of S,, 
we have that the formulas L, L,, = L,, L, = L,, @ L,, , @ L,, still hold since 
such representations are irreducible. (These are facts for the fourth tensor 
power Ly4 of the fundamental representation L, of G over which S, acts 
semisimply with centralizer spanned by G.) It is then necessary to prove the 
statement for the tableaux of type 32, 3 11. But now the tableaux of type 3 1 
are exactly of type lij kl . L,, and we have lijkl L,L, = lij kl(L,@L,,) 
which is exactly the sum of all tableaux of type 32 and 3 11. The reasoning 
for ELI, is identical, proving RL II = Lz, Z?. The remaining statement follows 
as in 4.1. 
4.3. Now we have that .Z== I[ t, ,..., t, 1 is an ideal of R. We have an 
explicit basis for J given by Theorem 4.2. Hence to completely describe R it 
is enough to describe R/J. Since R/[R, R ] is the polynomial ring in m 
variables, it is enough to describe [R, R I/J. Now we start working in S. 
[R, RI i [S,S] so [R, RI/J& [S,S]/J. Now IS, S] =Z,lt ,...., t,], where I,, 
is spanned by all standard tableaux of shape u 1 2, so [S, S]/Jz 
(Lz @ L3) . [t, ,..., t,]. Now since J = [S, IS, SI 1, we have that [R, R ]/Jr 
RIxi,xil/J. Furthermore, IR, R]IR, R] G [R, IR, R]] 2 J so that the action 
of R on the space L, = ( Ixi,xjl) mod J factors through [R, R I. We claim 
that [R, R I/J is isomorphic to the free module over R/IR, R 1 generated by 
LX. This is simple: we have seen that it is a module over R/IR, R ) generated 
by L:. To see that it is free, it is enough to see that it is still free after taking 
the quotient by L,. Now in IS, S]/J + L, It, ,..., t, I = L, [t, . . . . . t,,], we see 
that xiu = tiu if u E L, so the claim follows. Summarizing: 
THEOREM. The structure of R is analyzed by the filtration R 2 IR, R I 2 
IR, lR,RIl. 
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ProoJ: (1) R/[R, R ] is the polynomial ring in m variables. 
(2) [R, [R, R]] is described in 4.2. 
(3) [R, R]/[R, [R, R]] is described in 4.3. 
5. THE CENTER OF R 
Now we want to study Z = R n T the center of R. We have seen that 
T= T,,[t , ,..., t,,,], where TO has as basis all the standard tableaux of shape 
u: 3a22bl *‘. Moreover, we already know that if u 2 21 we have that such 
tableaux are in J. Therefore, we certainly have 
z 2 J, If, ,..., t,l, 
where J, is generated by the tableaux o: 3”22b 1” containing cr. We claim 
THEOREM. Z =JO[f,,..., t,,,] + k. 
Pro& Let f E Z be a homogeneous central polynomial of positive 
degree. It is known that such a polynomial is an identity of 1 x 1 matrices 
151, i.e., f E [R, R]. Now if f @ J, we know by the structure of (R, R ]/J that 
f modulo J is of the form f = g, + gz, where g, E L, It, ,..., t, 1, 
g2 EL, It , ,..., t,], and g, # 0 (cf. proof of the theorem in 4.3). Now we 
know that in any case g E T= CL3c,22b,2clt , ,..., t,], so the projection of T in 
S/J is L, It, ,..., t,] and we have a contradiction. 
COROLLARY. The positive homogeneous part Z ’ of Z is an ideal in T. 
ProoJ: This follows from the description of Z. 
Remark. It is known by the general theory that Z* vanishes on the 
nonirreducible representations exactly. Here we can seen precisely the 
difference between Z’ and the defining ideal of the nonirreducible set in T. 
According to 1.3 such a set is the closure of the orbit 0, , which is defined 
by the vanishing of the invariants I b i ! and Ii j kl: i.e., the ideal defining 0, 
is Jz-‘= Jilt ,,..., t,], where J:, has as basis all the standard tableaux 
containing 2. The difference between Z’ and its radical is thus simply 
JZ’/z+ = L, . It I).... t,,). 
6. POINCAR~ SERIES 
We can now compute the various Poincare series. This computation has 
been obtained by Drensky [ 41. He applies a different method of reduction to 
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the multilinear case. Since the description given is independent of the charac- 
teristic, we can assume to work in characteristic 0, where we have the 
notations L, established. We have to compute the Poincare series of jr, R. T. 
7. 2, S. Let us denote such series v,(f), where A is one of the given rings. 
Since S = I?lr, . . . . . t, 1, we have 
1 
W.s(f) = (, _ t) m . w,-(t). 
Now it will be easier to compute 
lu.S!X(l) = lu,s(O - v,(r). 
S/R. although not a ring is a graded vector space, isomorphic to 
Vlt I,..., [,,I= @L,cOL, [t ,I..., t,r,l, i L’ ,n 1 
SO 
‘i/S/R = (I _ ,y (WI (r)). 
The main computation we need is from Weyl’s dimension formula which 
gives 
dim L lu2h,c = dim L., = II( ___ 
1 +@+W 
Dern- (6, PI i 
=(l+b)(l+c)jl+~~. 
So vK(t) = C f30t ‘* ’ (’ dim Ljt,zh,c can be expressed as 
Then we get 
ly/&) = \‘ +-1)' t i+ k 
t3't ?;th 
(1-l - r*)-‘(1 ~ t’)” 
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As for V we have 
We have, of course, similar formulas for T, Z, etc. 
It might be interesting at this point to also compute the codimension d,, 
[ 91. The trace codimension d, is known 191 and it is, as usual, easier to 
compute L?, - d, which is the dimension of the space of multilinear elements 
in V[ t, ,..., t,]. This is very easily computed. A multilinear element is a sum 
of elements A . tilt,> ... t;,, where A E V is linear in the remaining m ~ k 
indices. Now the elements in L;“-k which are linear in such indices are just 
the multiples of a unique element. 
Similarly, in L, there is a unique element linear in 3 given indices. Thus 
More precisely, one could interpret the results obtained in terms of 
cocharacters, i.e., of the representations of the symmetric group appearing in 
these spaces. 
7. FINAL REMARKS 
First, one could extend these methods to compute with 2 x 2 matrices with 
involution. The simplest case is to treat symplectic involution, i.e., in a more 
suggestive form “quaternion variables.” In this case we have that if 
xi = xp + +ti then Xi = - XY + ;ti. Hence, the algebra generated by the ,yi. 
Xi’s is in fact S. It is then clear that the involution fixes T and changes sign 
to S”, the trace zero space. A more complicated picture is for transposition. 
where one has to resort again to special orthogonal invariants, this time of 
SO(2). 
It would be more interesting to treat the case of n x n matrices n > 2. This 
will have the major difficulty arising from a lack of a proper analogue of the 
multiplicity 1 decomposition of E. Thus, it is very hard to guess which of the 
phenomena encountered we may generalize. 
Some obvious questions could be: Is Z’ always an ideal in the trace ring? 
Is S/R in any sense a finite module over a lower matrices trace ring? Is the 
Poincare series of R always rational and essentially equal to the one of S up 
to lower terms? One can ask the same types of questions for the 
codimension. 
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